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GROWTH
MODEL

Building a one-stop solution for
investors looking for a diversified ESG

investment option.



The Evergreen Responsible Growth Model 

 (the Model) has been created to provide

advisers and investors with the opportunity

to invest in a long-term portfolio, designed

to do more than just provide competitive

investment outcomes. 

Combined with the tax advantages an

investment bond can offer and the

corporate strength of Generation Life, this

can be a valuable solution for long-term

investors who care about their money

being invested wisely, as well as doing

good for themselves and future

generations.

INTRODUCING
THE EVERGREEN
RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH 
MODEL

Meet both investment and sustainability objectives;
Get access to best-in-class investment managers; and
Gain flexibility, control and access at any time via an
investment bond.

WHY INVEST?

 



The Model has a long-term return

goal of Cash +3.5% p.a. 

We also use Evergreen’s well-

credentialed Asset Allocation

Committee to provide us with input

and views as to how we might tilt the

portfolio (Dynamic Asset Allocation)

to benefit from clear market mis-

pricings.

Fund selection uses both the

Evergreen Responsible Investment

Grading (ERIG) Index, to ensure we

have managers who are avoiding

harm and targeting sustainability,

and Evergreen’s experienced and

highly skilled investment team’s

qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

We review the portfolio monthly to

ensure all positions remain best-in-

class.

The Model has been created for

advisers and investors who wish to

allocate capital into a tax-effective

long-term Responsible Investment

(RI) portfolio.  

Given the long-term nature of

investment bonds, we have built a

model that aims to take advantage

of that time frame and provide

competitive returns over that period. 

Evergreen has built the Model’s

Strategic Asset Allocation (SAA)

using sophisticated analytical

techniques such as Monte Carlo

analysis. 

EVERGREEN
RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH MODEL 



RI is essentially the catch-all term for

investing in an ethical, sustainable,

impact, or ESG-aware manner. 

Investors have become increasingly

conscious of the impact companies

are having on the environment and

society. Investors are aware that some

companies are undertaking activities

that either avoid risks and/or are

contributing positively towards

sustainability.

WHAT IS
RESPONSIBLE
INVESTING?



RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT SPECTRUM
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WHY THE ERIG INDEX
MAKES SENSE

 



One of the challenges in RI has been

the lack of a clear definition and

framework. Given the absence of a

consistent industry approach, we took

on the task of developing our own

Index, the ERIG Index, to

comprehensively assess funds and

portfolios on a wide range of RI related

themes. 

To ensure that the ERIG Index took into

consideration all aspects of RI, we

adopted the Responsible Investment

Association Australasia (RIAA)

Responsible Investment Spectrum as a

foundation.

The ERIG Index assesses fund

managers across all seven areas of the

Responsible Investment Spectrum and

provides a score from 1 to 10 for each

area. This can then be compared to

peers and sector averages.

This enables consultants, advisers and

investors to assess the RI credentials of

funds and to ensure their portfolios are

aligned with their RI beliefs.



THE PORTFOLIO WITH ERIG INDEX
SCORES

AS AT 3 JUNE 2021



WHO IS EVERGREEN CONSULTANTS?

 

Evergreen Consultants is an independent investment

consultant that works with Australia’s best financial

advisers and others to provide a range of bespoke

investment solutions. Founded in 2016 by industry

veterans, Evergreen is now recognised as one of the

pre-eminent providers of investment consulting

services in Australia.

Evergreen is a specialist in end-to-end investment

consulting: fund and security selection, sustainability

and ESG analysis, asset allocation, portfolio

construction and reporting and analytics services.

With a team of experienced investment

professionals and over 170 years of relevant

experience, well defined investment processes and

robust proprietary analytical systems, Evergreen is

well positioned to provide best in class sustainable

investment solutions.

 

WHAT IS A MODEL PORTFOLIO?

 

Model portfolios are built and managed by

investment experts, such as investment consultants

or fund managers, to provide a simple solution to

client investment needs.

The aim of a model portfolio is to target an

attractive investment return, while lowering risk. To

do this, a diversified portfolio, representing a range

of asset classes, such as equities and bonds, that

should meet those investment objectives is built.

Then the portfolio is constructed using the best fund

managers to manage those investments on your

behalf.

A well-constructed portfolio should provide investors

with their targeted investment return over time, with

less volatility and more certainty than managing a

portfolio on your own. 

WHO IS GENERATION LIFE?

 

Generation Life is Australia’s leading investment

bond provider. As the pioneer of Australia’s first truly

flexible investment bond, Generation Life has been

at the forefront of providing innovative, tax

effective solutions for over 17 years. They focus on

simplicity and value and specialise in flexible, tax

effective investment solutions that deliver down the

line.

WHY INVESTMENT BONDS?

An investment bond is a tax effective investment

solution providing flexibility, control and access at

any time. Investment earnings are taxed at a

maximum rate of 30% within the investment bond,

rather than the investor’s marginal tax rate. The

actual effective tax rate may be lower than 30% as

a result of tax credits received by the investment

bond such as imputation credits and foreign tax

credits. Some investment options on the Generation

Life Tax Aware Series have long term average tax

rates as low as 10% per annum. No personal tax is

paid by the investor on the investment earnings

while they remain invested.

evergreen consultants
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This document has been prepared by Evergreen Fund Managers Pty Ltd, trading as Evergreen Consultants, AFSL 486 275, ABN 75 602 703 202 and contains general advice
only. 
It is intended for Adviser use only. Information contained within this commentary has been prepared as general advice only as it does not take into account any person’s
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. The commentary is not intended to represent or be a substitute for specific financial, taxation or investment advice
and should not be relied upon as such. 
All assumptions and examples are based on current laws (as at April 2021) and the continuance of these laws and Evergreen Consultants interpretation of them. Evergreen
Consultants does not undertake to notify its recipients of changes in the law or its interpretation. 
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